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Abstract. This paper presents a dynamic LM adaptation based on the topic that has been identified on a speech segment. We use LSA and the given topic labels in the training dataset to obtain and use the topic models. We propose a dynamic language model adaptation to improve the recognition performance in a two stages' ASR system. The final stage makes use of the topic identification with two variants: the first one uses just the most probable topic and the other one depends on the relative distances of the topics that have been identified. We perform the adaptation of the LM as a linear interpolation between a background model and topic-based LM. The interpolation weight is dynamically adapted according to different parameters. The proposed method is evaluated on the Spanish partition of the EPPS speech database. We achieved a relative reduction in WER of 11.13\% over the baseline system which uses a single background LM.
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1 Introduction

The performance of a speech recognition system depends significantly on the similarity between the language model (LM) used by the system and the context of the speech that is being recognized. This similarity is even more important in scenarios where the statistical properties of the language fluctuates throughout the time, for instance, in application domains involving spontaneous speech from multiple speakers on different topics. One representative example of this kind of domain is the automatic transcription of political speeches. Within this domain, the usage of content words (i.e. those that convey information and have a specific meaning rather than indicating a syntactic function) depends on several factors, such as the topic the speaker is addressing, the style of the speech, the vocabulary used by the speaker and the scenario in which the speech is taking place. Regarding these factors, in this paper we are focusing on studying the identification of the topic and its application in the adaptation of language
models. The performance of the speech recognition system will depend, among other elements, on its capacity to update or dynamically adapt the LMs. In this paper we propose a dynamic LM adaptation based on an information retrieval (IR) approach. We used IR techniques for identifying the topics that are related to the content of the speech segment under evaluation. This information enables the system to perform an adaptation of the language model. We explore different approaches for the dynamic language model adaptation. These approaches are based on the interpolation between a background model and topic-based LMs.

2 General Overview

In this paper two major tasks can be distinguished: topic identification and dynamic LM adaptation. Both tasks pursue one common goal, that is improving the performance of an automatic speech recognition system for multilingual speech. We integrate these tasks in a two stages’ ASR framework. In the first stage, an initial speech recognition of an audio segment is performed using a background LM built from the entire training set. Then, an IR module automatically identifies the topic based on the results of the initial recognition pass. This module uses topic models that have been previously trained for each of the topics available in the database. Using the information provided by the topic identification system and topic-specific LMs, a dynamic adaptation of the background LM is performed. In this paper we present different approaches for the dynamic adaptation of LMs. In the final stage of the framework, the adapted LM is used to re-decode the utterance.

3 Related Work

The task of topic identification (TI) falls at the intersection of information retrieval and machine learning systems. In the last years a growing number of statistical learning methods have been applied in TI from these research fields [1]. Common approaches include Latent Semantic Analysis [2], Rocchio’s method [3], Decision Trees [4] and Support Vector Machines [5]. TI has been successfully applied in many contexts and disciplines, ranging from topic detection [6], automated metadata generation [7], document and messages filtering [8] and the recently developed area, sentiment analysis [9], among many other fields of application. Nevertheless it is interesting to review the influence of TI in the field of language model adaptation. Within this field, TI has been used to study the changes that the language experiences when moving towards different domains [10]. In that sense, TI is able to contribute to LM adaptation by adding new sources of information to previously existent models with the objective of enriching them. This leads to a diversity of approaches in the field of LM adaptation that can be distinguished regarding the origin of the new sources of information. Some LM adaptation approaches are based on the specific context of the task that they are addressing. In these approaches, the new data is used to generate a context-dependent LM which is then merged with a
static LM. These new sources of information can proceed, for instance, from text classification systems as in [11], from speaker identification systems [12], from linguistic analysis systems [13] or from the application context itself [14]. Other approaches are based on analysis and extraction of semantic information. Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) is an example of this type of approach. In [15], the use of LSA is proposed to extract the semantic relationships between the terms that appear in a document and the document itself. More robust techniques in the field of information retrieval, as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [16], have also been used for adapting LMs [17]. When using data available online it is possible to find information related to a large variety of topics. In this regard, clustering algorithms have been proposed to group together those elements that share some properties. Topic-based language modeling is an example of this clustering criterion [18, 19].

4 Topic Identification

In a broad sense, topic identification is the task of automatically identifying which of a set of predefined topics are present in a document. To perform topic identification some steps must be followed. These steps are: preprocessing, document representation, term weighting and topic modeling and identification.

4.1 Preprocessing

The preprocessing stage allows us to convert both, documents and queries, to a more precise and concise format. This stage has a substantial impact on the success of the topic identification process [20]. Typical preprocessing steps include: structural processing, lexical analysis, tokenization, stopwords removal, stemming and term categorization. We provide a small description of the steps in which we made special considerations:

- Stopwords removed. There are several stopwords lists available online for different languages and for general applications in IR systems. However, generic stopwords lists do not contemplate terms, that in fact, are very frequent in domain specific documents. For that reason, we performed the evaluation using two lists: a generic list with 421 stopwords (List-1) and a domain specific stopword list (List-2), that we created by adding, to the generic list, those terms with an Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) value below a threshold. The IDF measures how common a term is in the whole document collection; we computed it by using a Term-Document Matrix composed of the 1802 documents in the training dataset and the 16528 terms in the word inventory. We performed different experiments on the Development set in order to find the optimal threshold. The lowest topic identification error on this dataset was obtained by setting the threshold to 0.4435, which means removing the terms that appear, at least, in 649 documents. The List-2 has 446 stopwords.

- Stemming. This step refers to the transformation of a word to its stem or root form. For this step, we have used the Freebase Toolkit [21]. Due to few errors in
the original stemming process, we have modified some of the stemming rules for the Spanish language of the toolkit.

4.2 Document Representation

The document representation is based on the widely known bag-of-words model. In this model the relationships between the index-terms and each of the documents in the collection are represented by a Term-Document Matrix, that describes the frequency of occurrence of the index-terms in the documents.

4.3 Term Weighting

To improve the capacity of discrimination of the index-terms, weights can be applied to the elements of the Term-Document Matrix by associating the occurrence of an index-term with a weight that represents its relevance with respect to the topic of the document. We have selected the combination of TF (Term Frequency) and IDF as the baseline weighting scheme for comparing the results obtained for the topic identification task in this paper. Among the most common weighting schemes, term entropy (te) is based on an information theory approach and it exploits the distribution of terms over documents [22]. For the index-term \( t_i \) in the document \( d_j \), it is defined as follows:

\[
t_{c_{i,j}} = 1 - \sum_{j=1}^{N} \frac{p_{i,j} \cdot \log(p_{i,j})}{\log(N)}, \text{ where } p_{i,j} = \frac{c_{i,j}}{g_{f_i}}
\]

(1)

Where \( c_{i,j} \) represents the term frequency of the index-term \( t_i \) in the document \( d_j \). \( g_{f_i} \) is the global frequency of the index-term \( t_i \) measured over the \( N \) documents in the collection. This scheme may lead to a log zero calculation if an index-term is not present in a document. It has been suggested to include a smoothing parameter \( a \), resulting in \( p_{i,j} = (a + c_{i,j})/g_{f_i} \). Indeed, it solves the log zero calculation, but the evaluation that we have performed on the combination of TF and this scheme has shown that it does not significantly improve the TF-IDF baseline weighting scheme. We propose a pseudo term entropy calculation based on the term entropy formula. Our idea is to assign less weight to the terms that are equally distributed over the documents in the collection and assign more weight to terms that are concentrated in a few documents. In this pseudo term entropy the parameter \( p_{i,j} \) is calculated as the weighted sum of \( c_{i,j} \) and the inverse of \( g_{f_i} \).

\[
p_{i,j} = \beta \cdot c_{i,j} + \frac{\gamma}{g_{f_i}}
\]

(2)

The proposed scheme not only solves the log zero problem, but also improves the topic identification accuracy as shown in section 6. We performed different experiments on the Development set in order to adjust the parameters \( \beta \) and \( \gamma \). For the evaluation proposed in this paper, the best results were obtained by adjusting \( \beta = 1.5 \) and \( \gamma = 2.1 \).
4.4 Topic Models

In this paper we compare two topic models: the Generalized Vector Model (GVM) and Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [2]. Both models represent documents and queries as vectors in a multi-dimensional space, in which the number of dimensions is determined by the number of index-terms in the GVM or the number of latent dimensions in the LSA approach.

In both models, the similarity $\text{sim}(d, q)$ between a document $d$ and a query $q$ can be computed using the cosine distance. According to this distance, each document is ranked on how close it is to the query. In our approach, we have gathered all documents in the collection belonging to the same topic into one document. We have done the same for all the topics. By doing this, each document represents a distinct topic. So, when computing the similarity between the query and a document, we are actually computing the similarity between the query and a topic.

5 Topic-based Language Model Adaptation

Topic-based LM adaptation becomes a strategy to lower the word error rate of the transcription given by the ASR by providing language models with a higher expectation of words and word-sequences that are typically found in the topic or topics of the story that is being analyzed. LM interpolation is a simple and widely used method for combining and adapting language models [23, 24].

5.1 Language Model Interpolation

Let us consider probabilistic language modeling and let $P(w|h)$ be the probability of word $w$ given the previous sequence of words $h$. Then, given a background model $P_B(w|h)$ and a topic-based model $P_T(w|h)$ it is possible to obtain a final model $P_f(w|h)$, to be used in the second decoding pass, as

$$P_f(w|h) = (1 - \lambda) P_B(w|h) + \lambda P_T(w|h)$$

where $\lambda$ is the interpolation weight between both models, which has to fulfill the condition $0 \leq \lambda \leq 1$. The topic-based LM is generated by combining several topic-specific LMs $P_T(w|h)$ in general. In our case, the background model, as well as the topic-specific models are static models. They are trained once and remain unchanged during the evaluation. The topic-based LM could be either static or dynamic. It depends on the adaptation scheme followed, as we will see later in this paper. This model, as well as the final model $P_f(w|h)$, are generated during the evaluation of each audio segment.

5.2 Interpolation Schemes

Two questions arise at this point. How to generate the topic-based model $P_T(w|h)$? and, how to determine the interpolation weight $\lambda$ with the background
model? For solving these questions, we propose different approaches:

- **Hard approach.** In this approach, the topic-based LM $P_T(w|h)$ is built by considering only one of the topic-specific language models ($P_i(w|h)$). This model is selected as the one related to the topic ranked in the first position by the TI system. For estimating the interpolation weight $\lambda$ we define a distance measure $\delta$ between this LM and the background LM. In this approach, our hypothesis is that the greater the distance between both models, the greater the contribution of the topic specific model to the final one. This distance is computed by considering the average difference in the unigram probabilities of both models.

$$\delta_T = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{w_i \in P_T} |P_T(w_i) - P_B(w_i)|$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Where $N$ is the number of unigrams in the topic-based LM $P_T(w|h)$. To ensure the interpolation weight fulfills the condition $0 \leq \lambda \leq 1$, we include the summation of the distances of all the topic-specific LMs to the background model as a normalization constant. Then, the interpolation weight is computed as the relative distance between $\delta_T$ and this normalization constant.

$$\lambda = \frac{\delta_T}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} \delta_j}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Where $n$ is the number of topics and $\delta_j$ the distance of the $j$-th topic-specific LM to the background LM.

- **Soft-1 approach.** In this case, instead of using only one specific-topic LM for generating the topic-based LM, this model is built on a dynamic basis by the interpolation of a different number of topic-specific LMs. The Soft-1 approach tries to gather the dynamic of the specific-topic models $P_i(w|h)$ depending on the similarity of the audio segment to each of the topics. By doing this, more relevance is given to the topics ranked in the first positions by the TI system. The topic-based LM is then computed as follows:

$$P_T(w|h) = \alpha_1 P_{t_1}(w|h) + \alpha_2 P_{t_2}(w|h) + \cdots + \alpha_k P_{t_k}(w|h)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $k$ is the number of models considered for obtaining the topic-based LM. The interpolation weight $\alpha_i$ is calculated as the normalized value of the similarity measure of the TI system.

$$\alpha_i = \frac{\text{sim}(d_i, q)}{\sum_{j=1}^{k} \text{sim}(d_j, q)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

The interpolation weight $\lambda$ between the background LM and the topic-based LM was set experimentally in this case.

- **Soft-2 approach.** This approach is similar to the previous one, but instead of setting $\lambda$ experimentally, we have computed it by weighting the relevance of the topic-specific LMs according to the cosine distance. That is:

$$\lambda = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{k} \frac{\text{sim}(d_i, q)}{\sum_{j=1}^{k} \text{sim}(d_j, q)} \cdot \frac{\delta_i}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} \delta_j}}{\sum_{j=1}^{k} \frac{\delta_j}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} \delta_j}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)
In Soft 1 and Soft 2 approaches, we have considered two additional possibilities: a) to create the topic based LM using all the topic specific LMs, that is by setting \( k \) as the total number of topics, and b) to create the topic-based LM by selecting the 10 topics with higher positions in the TI ranking.

6 Experimental Evaluation

Our evaluation focuses in two aspects: the evaluation of the topic identification approach and the evaluation of the dynamic language model adaptation by means of evaluating the performance of the speech recognition system. Before discussing the results obtained, we describe the dataset used for the evaluation.

6.1 Dataset

We have used the Spanish partition of the EIPPS Database (European Parliament Plenary Sessions) of the TC-STAR Project to study the performance of the proposed system. Due to the fact that the training dataset of the database is the only one that includes distinct labels for the topics, we used it for training, development and evaluation purposes. The topics have been manually labeled according to the main discussion subject of each session [25]. We believe that identifying the topic on short sentences can be ambiguous because few words do not provide semantic information about the topic that is being addressed. For that reason we decided to perform the evaluation over segments of audio with a length no less than a minute. We extracted these segments from turns of intervention of just one speaker. By this criterion, we obtained 262 audio segments for the evaluation. Some details of the corpus: The language of the corpus is Spanish. There are both male and female speakers (approx. 75\% - 25\% distributed). The domain of the corpus is political speeches. Training set is composed of 21127 sentences grouped in 1802 speaker turns of intervention. Development set is composed of 2402 sentences grouped in 106 speaker turns. The lexicon size is 16.5k words and the Test set is composed of 3738 sentences grouped in 252 speaker interventions. Each of the speaker interventions belongs to one of 67 different topics. We also use the EUROPARL [26] text database for training both background and topic-specific LMs.

6.2 Topic Identification Evaluation

For the topic identification task, the initial performance of the system was obtained by using the Generalized Vector Model, a classic TF-IDF weighting scheme and a general domain stopwords list (SW List-1). We will use this configuration as the baseline to discuss the improvements in the different approaches that we have applied. We compared the two different lists of stopwords. We also compared different weighting schemes and the influence of preprocessing stages like stemming in the topic identification error. Table 1 shows the results obtained in topic identification using both GVM and LSA approaches.
Table 1. Topic Identification error (T.ID. error) using GVM and LSA topic models approaches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic identification approach</th>
<th>T.ID. error (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GVM + TF-IDF + SW (List-1)</td>
<td>35.32 ± 5.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GVM + TF-IDF + SW (List-2)</td>
<td>34.13 ± 5.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GVM + TF-IDF + SW (List-2) + Stemming</td>
<td>36.11 ± 5.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GVM + TF-Entropy + SW (List-2)</td>
<td>34.52 ± 5.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GVM + TF-PseudoEntropy + SW (List-2)</td>
<td>33.33 ± 5.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSA + TF-IDF + SW (List-1)</td>
<td>32.94 ± 5.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSA + TF-IDF + SW (List-2)</td>
<td>30.95 ± 5.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSA + TF-IDF + SW (List-2) + Stemming</td>
<td>32.14 ± 5.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSA + TF-Entropy + SW (List-2)</td>
<td>29.76 ± 5.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSA + TF-PseudoEntropy + SW (List-2)</td>
<td>27.38 ± 5.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In general, LSA outperforms the Generalized Vector Model. In both topic models, the combination of TF and pseudo term entropy (TF PseudoEntropy) reduces the topic identification error when compared to TF-entropy and to TF-IDF weighting schemes, nevertheless this reduction is not statistically significant. For both models, Stemming does not significantly contribute in error reduction. The criterion that we followed for creating the List-2 of stopwords contributes in most of the cases in reducing topic identification error. The best combination of parameters is obtained for the LSA model, using the List-2 of stopwords and weighting the terms with TF-PseudoEntropy scheme. This configuration presents a relative improvement of 22.48% when compared to the baseline approach.

6.3 Dynamic LM Evaluation

For the evaluation of the dynamic LM adaptation we have used the best configuration of parameters obtained in the previous section. The initial performance of our baseline system (i.e. without the dynamic LM adaptation) achieved a WER of 21.75. In Table 2 the results of the speech recognition performance when using the proposed approaches for the dynamic LM adaptation are compared. Although there is no significant difference between the Soft-1 and the Soft-2 approaches when comparing both variants (all topics and top-10), there is, in fact, a significant difference between the results obtained by the Soft-1 - top 10 and the Hard approach, and even better results can be found when compared to the baseline approach. In general, with this soft integration we manage to reduce 11.13% of the initial WER.

7 Conclusions

In this paper we have presented a framework for dynamic language model adaptation based on topic identification. The results in the ASR task have
Table 2. Comparison between the word error rate obtained for different LM adaptation approaches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LM Adaptation approach</th>
<th>WER</th>
<th>Relative Improvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline (no adaptation)</td>
<td>21.75 ± 0.26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard</td>
<td>19.90 ± 0.25</td>
<td>8.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soft 1 - all</td>
<td>19.61 ± 0.25</td>
<td>9.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soft 1 - top 10</td>
<td>19.33 ± 0.25</td>
<td>11.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soft 2 - all</td>
<td>19.65 ± 0.25</td>
<td>9.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soft 2 - top 10</td>
<td>19.50 ± 0.25</td>
<td>10.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

shown that a small but statistically significant improvement in word error rate can be obtained by the adaptation strategy that has been proposed. Adapting the LM by taking only into consideration the closest topic, improves the baseline performance, but does not take advantage of all the sources of information available. The proposed criterion for selecting stopwords and the proposed weighting scheme have contributed in reducing the topic identification error.
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